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�

�For best results, install the product correctly according to the instructions in this Installation Manual.
After installation, thoroughly explain how to use the product to the customer.
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Safety Precautions (Be sure to follow all precautions for safety sake.)                 

Please read these Safety Precautions before installation work in order to install the product properly.

�This manual employs various indications in order to install the product properly and to 
prevent harm to the customer and other people, as well as damage to their properties.
The indications and meanings are as follows:

This indication means that if 
the content in the column of 
this indication is ignored or 
handled wrongly, death or 
serious injury may occur.

This indication means that if 
the content in the column of 
this indication is ignored or 
handled wrongly, injury or 
property damage may occur.

Do not connect the cold water pipe and the hot water pipe 
reversely.

If you use the water at a temperature higher than 90°C, the water may 
scald you and the life of the faucet may shorten causing it to break and 
leak water that may wet household articles and cause damage to your 
property.

Do not use supply water at a temperature higher than 90°C.

Otherwise, the water may scald or injure you and the product may break 
and leak water that may wet household articles and cause damage to 
your property.

Do not disassemble or remodel the product with other items 
than what are described in this manual.

Do Not
Touch

The spout is heated hot and you may get scalded.

When you use the high-temperature hot water, do not 
directly touch the spout.
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Continued on the next page

Otherwise, the product may break and leak water that may wet 
household articles and cause damage to your property.

Do not subject the product to strong force or impact.

Otherwise, parts may break and leak water that may wet household 
articles and cause damage to your property.

Do not use the product in any place where freezing can be 
expected.

Even if you try to turn on the cold water, the hot water comes out and 
may scald you.

Indicates things that 
you must not do as 
“Prohibited”.

The left figure indicates that 
“Disassembly is Prohibited”.

Indicates things that 
you must do without fail 
as “Mandatory”.

The left figure indicates to 
“Execute it without fail”.

Mandatory
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*The shape of the actual product may differ somewhat from drawings depending on 
the model number.
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Before Installation

●If the water supply pressure exceeds 1.0 MPa, reduce the pressure to about 0.1 
- 0.5 MPa using a commercially available pressure reducing valve. 
We recommend a water supply pressure of about 0.1 - 0.5 MPa for comfortable 
use of the faucet.

●In order to prevent scalding due to erroneous operation, be sure to set the cold 
water supply pressure higher than the hot water supply pressure or set them to 
the same pressure. Even when applying pressure to the hot water side, be sure 
to set the hot water supply pressure side lower than the cold water side.

●Connect the hot-water supply pipe at a minimum length from the water heater in 
order to reduce resistance and be sure to wrap the water supply pipe with 
thermal insolation.

●Since the flow is examined before packaging the product, some water may 
remain in the product, but nothing is wrong with the product.

●In order to make it easier to adjust the water pressure and check the equipment', 
be sure to separately prepare a water shutoff valve, a cold-water supply hose 
and a hot-water hose.

Anchor the spout so that it comes to the center of the mounting hole.

1
Mounting of the spout

(1) Remove dirt around the mounting holes.
(2) Pass the spout through the (small) packing, insert the spout into the 

counter from above, and screw in the (large) packing, the spring washer 
and the mounting nut to anchor the spout.

3
How to mount the handle

●Be sure to mount the hot-water supply valve body (Label H) on 
the left side of the spout and mount the cold water supply valve 
body (Label C) on the right side of the spout.

●Mount the valve body in the center so that it does not deviate 
from the mounting hole.

(1) Mount the body mounting nut, washer and packing in this order on the 
product body. Screw in the body mounting nut down to the lowest thread.

(2) Insert the body from under the counter and screw in the mounting metal 
fitting until it touches the body.

(3) Press the 2 screws of the body mounting nut strongly against the washer.

Insert the handle into the valve body and anchor it with the setscrew 
incorporated in the handle.
* Set it so that the setscrew comes to the backside.

●Mount the handle so that C/H comes to the positions shown in 
the figure when the index of the handle shows the water off.

●Mount the handle so that it comes to the position in the figure 
when the handle is operated.

* The handle position can be fine-adjusted by replacing the adjusting 
bush.
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Connection of the hoses

Specifications

(1) Put the packing in the cap nut of the cold-/hot-water hoses, and screw the 
hose into the valve body and the water shutoff valve to anchor it.

(2) Put the packing in the cap nut of the connecting pipe, and screw the 
connecting pipe into the hose joint to anchor it. Put the packing in the cap 
nut of the connecting hose of the hose joint and screw the connecting 
hose into the valve body to anchor it.

(1) Remove the Pop-up waste lid, the flange and the atypical packings from 
the Pop-up waste body.

(2) Fit the Pop-up waste body from below through the water discharge port of 
the wash bowl.

(3) Anchor the off-type packing and flange to the Pop-up waste body in this 
order so as to sandwich the wash bowl.

(4) Turn the kick lever box to the faucet side and tighten it with a flanged nut 
for anchoring, using care so that wash bowl does not break.

(5) Pass it through the Pop-up waste body, paying attention to the direction 
of the Pop-up waste lid.

(6) Insert the pulling bar into the guide from below the spout body.

(7) Mount the pushbutton, screw and the lid on the pulling bar in this order.

(8) Fit washer , the cap nut and the anchoring metal fitting on the kick lever 
water faucet side and fit washer  on the Pop-up waste side.

(9) After passing the pulling bar through the anchoring metal fittings, pass the 
kick lever through the hole of the Pop-up waste lid of the kick lever box 
and anchor it with the cap nut.
(Connect the water drainpipe [procured in the field].)

5
Connect the Pop-up waste

7
How to clean the filter

Be sure to clean the filter after mounting.
If the filter is clogged, the flowrate decreases and only cold water or scalding 
hot water comes out, thus the product does not fulfill its purpose. 
Explain things to the customer and recommend cleaning from time to time.

How to check for looseness
Check the handle, spout and water drain metal fitting for any looseness.

●Make sure that the packing is mounted.
●Pay attention not to bend the connecting hose and cold-water hose 
with more force than necessary or pull them with undue force.

Operating pressure range : Max
 : Min
Recommended Operating pressure :
Test pressure :
Hot water temperature :
Recommended hot water temperature :

 1.0 MPa (Static)
 0.05 MPa (Dynamic)
 0.1 - 0.5 MPa
 1.6 MPa
 Max. 90 °C
 60 °C

Cleaning the cold-/hot-water supply pipes before mounting the product.
Before mounting the product
Prepare a commercially available flexible hose, etc. and a bucket, connect the 
flexible hose to the cold-/hot-water supply pipes and flush out debris and sand in 
the cold-/hot-water supply pipes.

If you do not clean the inside of the cold-/hot-water supply pipes, debris, sand, etc. 
in the pipes may get caught in the valve and cause the following phenomenon.

(1) Little water volume is discharged.
(2) Water does not stop

If the kick lever and the pulling bar interfere with the wall and the 
water drain pipe cut them to a length that they do not interfere.

(10) Adjust the clearance between the spout and the pushbutton to 5 - 10mm 
with the kick lever lowered to the lowest position and anchor the kick 
lever and the pulling bar with the screw of the anchoring metal fitting.

6 ●Open the main valve of the piping and make sure that the water comes out 
from the spout.

●Check the connections for water leaks.
*If supply water pressure is high and handle operation is heavy, please adjust the 
flow rate by stop valve without being too small. (Handle operation will be lighter.)

Water flow and water leaksChecking after installation

Anchoring the valve body


